Slurry Destroyer
Concrete Removal Solution

You now get the power of a strong acid without any of the hazards. This amazing cleaner utilizes state of the art surfactant technology and a small molecular size to penetrate deep inside the pores of residual concrete to react within. It is this unique formulation that makes it ideal for cleaning and maintaining.

• Equipment
• Vehicles
• Tools

Features:

This product does not contain muriatic, sulfuric, phosphoric, hydrofluoric or hydrochloric acids. Because of its less corrosive nature, this product can be used on most metals, painted and plastic surfaces without any concern of etching or damage.

Directions:

• Apply Slurry Destroyer with a low pressure foam applicator
• Allow 15-30 dwell time for maximum penetration
• Reapply if surface becomes dry. Keep surface wet during cleaning
• When surface begins blister or pinhole, scrape to confirm softness of residue
• Power wash surface to remove concrete residue
• Reapply and repeat for heavy build up. Approximately 1/8”-1/4” removed each time.

CONTAINS: Filtered water, coconut based cleaning agent, natural alkalinity builder, whole and natural plant essences.

Keep out of reach of children. For industrial use only. Read MSDS for more information.